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Abstract

A Coupled Level Set Volume of Fluid (CLSVOF) approach has been applied to investigate severe 
deformation/transportation/jetting behaviours of sessile droplet driven by thin-film surface acoustic waves (SAW) 
devices. For validation of this computational method, a series of experimental studies of droplet 
transportation/jetting were performed using ZnO/Si thin film based SAW devices with resonant frequencies 
ranging from 64.49 MHz to 271.36 MHz. Good agreements between the computational and experimental results 
showed the capability of the developed CLSVOF method in modelling complex acoustofluidics phenomena such 
as significant internal streaming, pumping and jetting of the droplet driven by the propagating SAW. 

Results obtained from the computational model are used to clarify the fluidic mechanisms of droplet 
oscillation and wobbling behaviours during transportation. Numerical results reveal the liquid streaming patterns 
and airflow velocity field around the droplet at different stages of transportation/jetting process. Effects of droplet 
volume, the resonant frequency of SAW devices and applied SAW power on droplet transportation/jetting were 
investigated both theoretically and experimentally. In particular, comparisons between experimental and 
computational results showed that the model predicted well the minimum RF power to start droplet pumping and 
jetting at various resonant frequencies.

Keywords: Surface Acoustic Wave, Droplet, Micro Actuator, Transportation, Jetting, CLSVOF
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1. Introduction 
Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW)1 based microfluidics has become an intensive research area due to the 

growing demands for liquid element control within the microsystems [1–7]. SAW-based acoustofluidic devices 
can be used for different bio-sampling functions, such as mixing, heating, pumping, jetting, separation and 
atomization of fluids with volumes in the scale of microliters, and their applications include biochemical analysis, 
disease diagnosis, DNA sequencing, DNA hybridization, drug screening, and drug delivery systems [8,9]. 
Applying a radio frequency (RF) signal to a set of interdigital transducers (IDT) made on a piezoelectric material 
can generate surface acoustic waves (SAWs). Constructive interference occurs while the frequency of the RF 
signal, , is set equal to  (where  is the sound velocity of substrate ate and λ is the distance between two 𝜔 𝑣𝑠 𝜆 𝑣𝑠
fingers of IDT, and thus SAWs are generated and travel on the surface of the piezoelectric material [10,11]. 

SAW can manipulate a sessile droplet located on a piezoelectric substrate within its propagation path 
through fluid-SAW interactions [12]. The differences between sound velocities in the fluid domain and 
piezoelectric substrate lead to dissipation of SAW energy into the fluid medium. Depending on SAW amplitude 
and frequency as well as properties of piezoelectric substrate material, a pressure field or body force is generated 
inside the droplet along the Rayleigh angle ( ). 𝜃𝑅

𝜃𝑅 =  sin ‒ 1
𝑣𝐿
𝑣𝑆

(1)

where  is wave velocity in liquid [13]. A schematic view of SAW propagation in both mediums is  𝑣𝐿
illustrated in Fig. 1(a). 

1 
Nomenclature

Latin Symbols
Symbol Description Unit

A Wave amplitude m
a Coefficient of interface normal vector calculation
b Coefficient of interface normal vector calculation
𝑪𝒂 Capillary number
𝑭𝑺𝑨𝑾 SAW force kg⋅m⋅s−2

𝒇𝝈 Surface tension kg⋅m⋅s−2

𝒈 Gravitational acceleration vector m.s-2

H Smoothed Heaviside function
k SAW wave number m-1

n Normal vector
P RF power kg⋅m2⋅s−3

𝒑 Pressure pa
S Sign function of initial LS function
t Time s
𝒖 Velocity m.s-1

v Sound velocity m.s-1

x, z Coordination directions
Subscripts Symbols

Symbol Description
adv Advancing
cl Contact line
d Dynamic
e Static
f Interface
g Gas
l Liquid

rec Receding
s Solid
w Wall

Greek Symbols
Symbol Description Unit
𝜶 Volume fraction of liquid
𝛂𝟏 Attenuation coefficient
𝚪 Constant
∆𝒙 Mesh size
𝜹(𝝓) Dirac function
𝝐 Interface thickness m
𝜽 Dynamic contact angle
𝜽𝑹 Rayleigh angle
𝜿 Curvature of the interface
𝝀 Distance between two fingers of IDT m
𝝁 Fluid viscosity m2.s
𝝆 Density Kg.m-3

𝝈 Surface tension coefficient N.m-2

𝝉 Artificial time s
𝝉𝒌 Viscous stress tensor pa
𝝓 LS function
𝝎 Wave frequency MHz

Abbreviations
Symbol Description

CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics
CLSVOF Coupled Level Set Volume of Fluid

IDT Interdigital Transducer
LS Level Set
RF Radio Frequency

SAW Surface Acoustic Wave
VOF Volume of Fluid

ZnO/Si Zinc Oxide – Silicon
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(a) (b)
Fig. 1. (a) 2D Schematic illustration of SAW propagation along a ZnO/Si SAW device substrate, (b) 3D 

illustrations of SAW device and wave propagation

Recently, droplet streaming[4,6,14–17], transportation (sometimes called pumping) [18–23] and jetting 
[24–28]  phenomena have been extensively investigated, and the droplet transportation and jetting have been 
realised on different substrates [19,21,29–31]. There is a rapid development of numerical methods and 
computational resources in the last couple of decades, and several numerical studies of droplet behaviour driven 
by SAW have been carried out alongside the experimental works. For example, Sankaranarayanan et al. [10] used 
a coupled-field fluid-structure interaction (FSI) model to simulate the acoustic streaming. They predicted the 
internal streaming velocity of the droplet to vary from 1 µm/s to 1 cm/s. Alghane et al. developed a 3D model to 
analyse the internal streaming behaviour of the sessile droplet subjected to SAW. Ai and Marrone [32] studied 
the droplet coalescence by a focused SAW in a 2D space. Rezk et al. [33] reported the simulation studies of steady 
poloidal flow in sessile droplet induced by focused SAW, which were in an excellent agreement with experimental 
results. Darmawan and Byun [25] conducted a quasi-quantitative analysis of acoustic radiation pressure 
distribution within a droplet and demonstrated that the jetting of the droplet is exposed by a localised and focus 
pressure distribution. Riaud et al. [34] developed a cost-effective computational method to study the effect of the 
viscosity on the acoustic streaming of the droplets driven by SAW. Although the numerical studies of SAW-based 
microfluidics have been performed for decades, there is still a lack of numerical models which can simulate severe 
deformation of sessile droplets, or capture the droplet interface deformation, or predict the precise internal liquid 
flowing during the droplet transportation and jetting induced by SAW. A fundamental and theoretical 
understanding of the droplet transportation and jetting and its internal flowing driven by SAWs is critical for 
successful designs and development of innovative types of lab-on-a-chip, acoustofluidics and bio-detection 
systems. 

Despite the seemingly simple process of droplet pumping or transportation, it includes severe droplet 
interface deformation and movement; the intricate two-phase flow patterns occur at the microscale, and complex 
streaming behaviours. Therefore, it is challenging to study the multiphysics problem of transportation and jetting 
process through the experiments systematically. The objective of the present study is to develop a computational 
method to capture the large deformation, fast transportation, and jetting of the droplet and its interfaces by SAW 
to obtain a detailed theoretical clarification of droplet actuation processes. 

2. Numerical Method 
2.1. Governing Equations

For computational modelling of the droplet, the multiphysics nature of the acoustofluidic problem needs 
to be considered. This includes two-phase flow and interfacial phenomena such as surface tension, dynamic 
contact angles and liquid-interactions with acoustic waves. Assuming that heat transfer and evaporation are 
negligible, the isothermal two-fluid (liquid droplet and air) system of SAWs acting on the droplet can be described 
by conservations of mass and momentum,

(
∂

∂𝑡 𝜌) + ∇.𝒖= 0 (2)

 
∂

∂𝑡(𝜌𝒖) + ∇.(𝜌𝒖𝒖) = ‒ ∇𝑝+ ∇.𝝉𝒌 + 𝜌𝒈+ 𝒇𝝈 + 𝑭𝑺𝑨𝑾 (3)

where  is velocity,  the gravitational acceleration vector,  the pressure, and   the density. The viscous 𝑢 𝑔 𝑝 𝜌
stress tensor is defined by . The system is driven and balanced by the forces of SAW action, 𝝉𝒌 = 𝜇(∇𝒖+ ∇𝒖𝑻)

, the fluid viscosity,  , and the surface and interfacial tensions, . The forces due to the surface tension 𝑭𝑺𝑨𝑾  𝜇 𝒇𝝈
and fluid properties of density and dynamic viscosity will be discussed in the next sub-section. Here to consider 
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the energy transferred by SAW to the fluid medium, we use the approach proposed by Shiokawa et al. to define 
the SAW action force[13],  

where  is attenuation coefficient, the wave amplitude,  the wave frequency and α1 =‒ 𝒋( 1 ‒ (𝑣𝑠 𝑣𝑙)
2) 𝐴 𝜔

 the SAW wave number, which can be calculated by a linear function of the wave frequency [10]. To simulate 𝑘
the 3D pattern of energy transferred by SAW to the fluid medium, FSAW is assigned to be at its maximum value at 
TPCL on each row of CFD mesh along the propagation direction, and since k is a negative number, it will decay 
exponentially along x and z directions.  

2.2. Interfacial streaming, flowing and deformation
Among all the methods developed for modelling interfacial flows, the volume of fluid (VOF) and the level-

set methods are two Eulerian based methods which have been widely used. While the VOF method conserves the 
mass, its accuracy in capturing sharp interface and curvature calculations is low in surface tension dominant 
problems [35]. On the other hand, the LS method can accurately calculate the curvature, and also the captured 
interface by this method is smooth and sharp [36]. However, mass conservation is frequently violated by the LS 
method. In this study, we use the CLSVOF approach proposed by Sussman and Pucket to obtain a sharp interface 
and conserve the mass across the interface [37]. 

In the VOF method, the VOF function, is defined as the liquid volume fraction of the cell. Thus the 𝛼, 
value of  is between zero and one in the interface region and zero and one for air and liquid. The transportation 𝛼
of the interface can be described by, 

∂𝛼

∂𝑡
+ ∇.(𝒖𝛼) = 0 (5)

Accordingly, the physical properties of the two fluids, e.g., the density and viscosity of the liquid (l) and 
gas (g), can then be defined as, 

𝜌= 𝜌𝑙𝛼+ 𝜌𝑔(1 ‒ 𝛼) (6)

𝜇= 𝜇𝑙𝛼+ 𝜇𝑔(1 ‒ 𝛼) (7)

The volumetric surface tension force, , can be calculated from:𝑓𝜎

 𝒇𝝈 = 𝜎𝜅(𝛼)∇𝛼 (8)
where is the surface tension coefficient of the liquid in the gas, and  is the curvature of the interface. 𝜎 𝜅(𝛼)

The curvature is the magnitude of the normal interface flux at each cell, and it indicates the direction of this flux.

𝜅(𝛼) =‒ ∇.
∇𝛼

|∇𝛼|
(9)

As  is defined as a discontinue step function of the gradient of  at the interface, accurate calculation of 𝛼 𝛼
the curvature at the interface is difficult. 

A level-set field, , is defined where the interface is located at . The initialised function  is a sign 𝜙 𝜙= 0 𝜙0

function which is positive in the liquid phase and negative in the gas phase.  is derived by solving the re-𝜙0

initialisation equation: 

∂𝜙

∂𝜏
= 𝑆(𝜙0)(1 ‒ |∇ϕ|) (10)

where  is the sign function of initial LS function and  the artificial time. The solution of the re-𝑆(𝜙0) 𝜏
initialisation equation is converged to a signed distance function when =1. The interface based on  is much |∇ϕ| 𝜙
smoother and sharper compared to that based on the volume fraction . Subsequently, the curvature at the interface 𝛼
and the surface tension force can be determined equation (11) and (12). 

𝜅(𝜙) =‒ ∇.
∇ϕ

|∇ϕ|
(11)

𝑭𝑺𝑨𝑾 =‒ ρ(1 + α1
2)

3

2𝐴2𝜔2𝑘𝑒𝑥𝑝(2[𝑘𝑥+ 𝛼1𝑘𝑧]) (4)
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The LS model works well, in comparison with the VOF method, in terms of keeping the interface sharp 
and accurate with a reasonable numerical cost. By using the Dirac function , the surface tension force, f, is 𝛿(𝜙)
confined to a narrow region around the two-phase interface.

𝑓𝜎 = 𝜎𝜅(𝜙)𝛿(𝜙)∇𝜙 (12)

𝛿(𝜙) = { 0                                             |𝜙| >  𝜖
1

1.5∆𝑥(1 + cos ( 𝜋𝜙

0.75∆𝑥))               |𝜙|≤  𝜖 (13)

where   is the mesh size. ∆𝑥

2.3. Dynamic Contact Angle Modeling
The dynamic contact angle is used to express the adhesion of the fluid to the solid surface. Using 

experimental observation, the long list of factors affecting the dynamic contact angle can be shortened to the three-
phase contact line (TPCL) velocity, fluid physical properties and surface treatment method [38]. To locally correct 
the interface normal vector field on the wall boundary,  which is obtained from the re-construction of the 𝑛𝑓,0

interface algorithm, we use the procedure introduced by Familie [39]. In our work, the dynamic contact angle 
model proposed by Cox is implemented to predict the contact angle of the droplet with the solid surface [40]. 

𝜃𝑑
3 = 𝜃𝑒

3 + 144𝐶𝑎 (14)

𝐶𝑎=
𝜇𝑙𝑖𝑢𝑐𝑙
𝜎

(15)

To calculate the dynamic contact angle, the magnitude of TPCL velocity,  and its direction must be 𝑢𝑐𝑙
estimated.  In this study, we follow Afkhami’s approach to calculate the TPCL velocity and direction [41]. The 
governing equations were solved using OpenFOAM-4.x. 

3. Experimental Details 
In this study, we choose ZnO/Si SAW devices, as the conventional bulk material based SAW devices are 

brittle and cannot be easily integrated with electronics for control and signal processing. It is desirable to develop 
SAW devices based on piezoelectric thin-film materials such as ZnO and AlN, which could be seamlessly 
integrated into a single lab-on-chip (LOC) device at a low cost, with full integration functions and good reliability 
at high SAW powers [42,43]. ZnO films with a thickness of 3.5 μm were deposited on (100) silicon wafers using 
a direct current magnetron sputter system (NS3750, Nordiko). The vacuum was maintained at ~0.65 Pa during 
the deposition with an Ar/O2 flow ratio of 1/3. The Cr/Au IDTs with the thickness of 20/100 nm were fabricated 
onto the ZnO/Si substrate using a standard photolithography and lift-off process. The bi-directional IDTs consist 
of 30 pairs of fingers, with an aperture of 5 mm. In this study, to compare the experimental results of droplet 
transportation at different SAW frequencies, IDTs with different spatial periodicities were used, e.g., 64, 32, 20 
and 16 microns. The SAW devices were then coated with CYTOP (Asahi Glass Co.) hydrophobic layers. An 
HP8752A RF network analyser was used to measure the resonant frequency and the amplitude of the SAW 
devices. The Rayleigh wave was generated using an RF signal generator (Marconi 2024, Plainview, USA), and 
then amplified by a power amplifier (Amplifier research, 75A250, Souderton, USA). The measured resonant 
frequencies of the fabricated ZnO/Si SAW devices and calculated velocities are listed in Table 1. Water droplets 
of different sizes (from 1 to 8 microliters) were placed in front of the IDTs using a micropipette. The droplet 
internal streaming, severe deformation, transportation and jetting behaviour were recorded using a high-speed 
video camera (Photron XLR Express). 

Table 1. Measured frequencies and calculated velocities of ZnO/Si SAW devices

Wavelength (μm) Frequency (MHz) Sound Velocity on the device (m.s-1)
64 64.49 4127.36
36 116.96 4210.56
20 210.48 4209.60
16 271.32 4341.12
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4. Results and discussion
The computational domain for all the cases in this section is a rectangular box. Initially a spherical droplet 

of radius R0  and contact  angle of  is positioned on the left end of the bottom wall. The velocity field is initialized 𝜃0

as u = 0. Two-step local mesh refinement is employed to refine the mesh in the droplet moving area. Mesh 
refinements are along the Z direction. The dimensions of the computational domain and the mesh refinement 
strategy are selected after a series of test simulations for droplet moving area.

 The  Navier Slip boundary condition is implemented according to Afkhami et al. [41] to relax the no-slip 
boundary for the velocity at the bottom patch. Details of the input parameters, fluid properties, solution method 
and boundary conditions are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2. Input parameters and modelling setup for numerical simulation.

Input parameters Value
Static contact angle 110°
Wave number[10] -1813 m-1

Attenuation coefficient 2.598
Surface tension coefficient 0.0707106 Kg.s-2

Properties Water Air
Density 999.13 Kg.m-3 1.1839 Kg.m-3

Kinematic viscosity 8.917×10-7 m2.s 15.52×10-6 m2.s
Solution methods Setup
Computational domain rectangular box 
Mesh refinement Two-step local mesh refinement in the Z direction
Time steps Variable time step with maximum Courant number of 0.3
Field Boundary condition

Bottom Plane Navier SlipVelocity
Side and top plane pressureInletOutletVelocity
Bottom Plane fixedFluxPressurePressure 
Side and top plane fixedFluxPressure
Bottom Plane Dynamic contact angleLS and VOF field
Side and top plane Zero gradient

To perform a convergence test for grid resolution, simulation results of droplet transportation on two 
different computational domains with a dimension of and minimum mesh sizes of Δx=0.025 4 × 1.6 × 2.2 (𝑚𝑚) 
mm and Δx=0.0125 mm are compared with experimental data. Simulation has been performed for a water droplet 
transportation at 25 �C with a volume of 1 µL on a SAW device with the resonant frequency of 64.46 MHz. All 
the calculations are performed in parallel on 6 Dual Intel Xeon E5-2680 v4 14 core 2.4GHz CPUs (336 cores). 
The difference between the two captured liquid-gas interfaces is negligible. The average droplet velocities 
obtained are compared to the experimental results as listed in Table 3. It is seen from Table 3 that the droplet 
transportation velocity for both domains has insignificant differences. Consequently, all the computations are 
done in a domain with a droplet radius to a minimum cell size ratio of ~30 to optimise the computational costs.

Table 3. A comparison between the droplet transportation velocities for two different grid resolution 
strategies

Minimum Cell 
size (mm)

Droplet radius to 
cell size ratio 

(𝑅0/∆𝑥)
Total number 

of the cells
Calculation 
time (hours)

Droplet 
average 

velocity (m.s-

1)

The difference 
from Experimental 

results

0.025 28.24 901,120 ~11 0.1418 -2.74%
0.0125 56.48 7,208,960 ~66 0.1412 -3.15%

4.1. Model validation with experimental results
To validate the CLSVOF solver and contact angle model, the experimental data are compared with the 

simulation results in this section.  XZ middle plane of the CFD mesh domain, droplet’s initial condition, and 
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important boundary conditions are illustrated in Fig. 2(a). The initial location of the droplet, SAW direction, and 
mesh structure is presented in Fig. 2(b). The computational domain is a rectangular box with a dimension of 

 Consisting of 3,476,480 hexahedral cells.   Simulation has been performed for a droplet of 8.0 × 2.8 × 4.0 (mm)
water with a volume of 5 µl and initial radius of 1.17 mm. The SAW with the frequency of 64.49MHz is applied 
to the liquid medium from the left side. Calculations are performed in parallel for ~35 hours.

(a) (b)
Fig. 2. Numerical setup (a) An isentropic view of simulation geometry with the initial position of the droplet. 

The wave direction in all the simulations is from left to right, (b) A cross-section view of initial droplet 
condition and mesh refinement strategy. Rear point is defined as the point closer to the SAW device IDTs and 

vice versa.

A qualitative comparison between computational and experimental results of droplet transportation on a 
ZnO/Si SAW device is presented in 

Time = 0 ms 12 ms 25 ms 37 ms
Fig. 3. A comparison between experimental and simulation results of droplet shape variation. 

Based on the simulation model, a comparison between the velocity of the front and rear points of the droplet 
is presented in Fig. 4. The reasonably good agreement between the experimental and simulation results confirms 
that the numerical model can be used to simulate the droplet actuation by SAW. Since the TPCL motion is highly 
dependent on the dynamic contact angle model, the comparison between experimental and simulation results also 
validate the implementation of dynamic contact angle boundary condition.
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(a) (b) (d)
Fig. 4. A comparison between experimental and simulation results for droplet transportation velocity, (a) rear 

point (b) front point. (c) Droplet tip position while pumping;

4.2. Mechanisms of Droplet transportation
As the precision of the CLSVOF method and contact angle model is confirmed, the mechanism of droplet’s 

severe deformation and transportation are now investigated in this section using CFD results of the same case. 
The SAW force is at its maximum value at the rear point and decay exponentially along x and z-direction. There 
are three key parameters in droplet behaviour during its pumping, e.g., the SAW force which generates momentum 
inside the fluid, the viscous force which dissipates the energy transferred by SAW into the fluid medium, and the 
surface tension force which diverts the direction for the momentum at the interface.

Before applying the SAW force, the TPCL is a circle. By applying the force for ~4.3 msec, the rear side of 
the TPCL shrinks toward the centre of the circle while the front side is motionless.  The initial droplet deformation 
changes the contact angle. Meanwhile, the curvature at the droplet interface increases slightly. From equation (8), 
we know that surface tension is proportional to the curvature of the droplet interface. Thus, the surface tension at 
the interface of the deformed droplet increases. During this time, the applied SAW force overcomes the inertial 
liquid inertia. After 4.3 msec, due to the increase of momentum inside the droplet, the front side of the TPCL 
starts to move.

Consequently, the droplet advancing contact angle is increased, its tip is raised, and the contact area 
between the solid and liquid is decreased. After 12 msec, when the ratio of droplet tip height to its initial value 
(Z/Z0) is equal to ~1.3, the droplet tip starts to descent. The velocities of the rear and front points are also decreased 
due to the following two reasons. Firstly, the curvature of the surface and surface tension are increased, which 
cancels the increase of the vertical momentum of the SAW force. Secondly, the lower contact area between the 
solid and the liquid leads to a reduced SAW energy transfer from the solid surface to the liquid medium. As soon 
as the ratio of Z/Z0 reaches to ~1.1, SAW energy transferred is large enough to push droplet tip upward again. 
Droplet tip oscillation is presented in Fig. 4 (c). 

Using our simulation model, we can predict both the streaming patterns of the surrounding air and the 
internal droplet, which have never been reported in the literature before. The total velocity of each cell centre in 
the liquid medium during the droplet transportation can be described as the sum of two velocities; e.g., streaming 
velocity and linear velocity of droplet parallel to the solid surface. To explain the air and liquid streaming patterns 
during first 6 msec, the time history of  on droplet’s middle plane overlaid by total velocity vectors is illustrated 𝜙
in Fig. 5. In the initial 29 msec of droplet pumping, the slopes of droplet velocity in two sides of the TPCL are 
not similar. This different velocity slopes from both sides create a wobbling movement of the droplet at the first 
29 msec of the droplet pumping. After this time, the velocities of two sides of the droplet tend to have the same 
trend and the wobbling of the droplet starts to disappear.
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(a)

Time = 2ms 4ms 6 ms

(b)

Time = 10 ms 20 ms 30 ms

 

Fig. 5. (a) Snapshots of droplet central vertical section overlaid by velocity vectors during the start of the droplet 
pump. Their magnitude scales velocity vectors, (b) Internal streaming development while pumping, streaming 

velocity vectors are coloured by velocity vector magnitude. 

To show the internal streaming pattern inside the droplet, the linear velocity of the droplet is subtracted 
from the x component of velocity vectors. Temporal evolutions of all the vectors inside the fluid medium are 
shown in Fig. 5(b). Initially, the droplet is wobbling, and two annular vortexes can be observed inside the droplet. 
The lower vortex creates a rolling movement of the droplet while the higher vortex creates a twin annular flow, 
which is the main reason for droplet tip wobbling. The higher vortex disappears after 26 msec and the centre of 
the lower vortex moves toward the front point. 

As time evolves and after 30 msec, a fully developed vortex can be observed inside the droplet which 
corresponds to the rolling movement of the droplet on the solid surface. The 3D streamlines of internal streaming 
inside the droplet after 32 msec are presented in The 3D streamlines of internal streaming inside the droplet after 
32 msec are presented in Fig. 6 (a-b). The corresponding magnitudes of velocity vectors at the same time are 
shown in Fig. 6 (c). The airflow velocities near the interface are quite high. According to these results, due to the 
density difference between gas and liquid phase, the air velocities near the droplet have a negligible influence on 
the droplet interface shape. 
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(a) (b)

(c)
Fig. 6.  Numerical 3D illustrations of complex internal streaming pattern inside the droplet after 32 msec after 
applying SAW (a) Tilted view, (b) Cross-section view perpendicular to SAW direction, (c) Velocity field for 

droplet and surrounding air of the droplet after 32 msec of calculation.

4.3. Key Influencing Parameters for droplet transportation
We have identified three key SAW parameters for further studies, as we need to use our newly proposed 

model to predict some new phenomena which can be derived from these simulation results.  

4.3.1. SAW power 
To investigate the effect of the SAW power on transportation behaviour of the droplet on the piezoelectric 

substrate, four cases were simulated. For all the cases, the wave frequency was kept constant at 64.50 MHz. The 
water droplet has a volume of 5 µl with an initial contact angle of 110°. To change the wave powers for different 
cases, four different wave amplitudes of 150, 250, 350, 420 (Å) were applied in equation (4) and the CFD 
calculation was performed up to 45 msec. Fig. 7 illustrates the velocity results of the droplet and the ratio of 
droplet tip height to initial height at the different steps of the simulation. 
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(a) (b)
Fig. 7. Simulation results for droplet transportation with different wave power,  (a) droplet front point velocity, 

(b) droplet tip height

Experimental observations have shown that at each frequency, by increasing the SAW power, different 
microfluidic functions such as internal streaming, transportation and jetting can be obtained [19].  At each 
frequency, transportation occurs at a certain range of SAW amplitude, which is increased by increasing the 
resonant frequency of the device [44]. At SAW amplitudes between 30 to 200 Å, the amount of energy transferred 
from the solid surface to the fluid medium is low, and surface tension and viscous force are large enough to keep 
the droplet in its initial spherical droplet. Whereas, with further increasing the SAW amplitude, The SAW vertical 
momentum is high enough to reach the droplet surface and thus the droplet is deformed. 

4.3.2. Droplet volume
In this section, the effect of droplet volume on transportation behaviour of the droplet is investigated.  For 

all the cases, the SAW frequency is fixed at 64.49 MHz, and the initial contact angle is 110°. During the 
simulation, the ratio of the amount of SAW force to droplet volume constant is kept a constant, and the ratio of 
SAW amplitude to droplet diameter is also kept a constant. More details about the simulation details for this 
section is presented in Table 4. 

To compare the droplet deformation, the obtained ratios of droplet tip height to its initial value, Z/Z0, are 
presented in Fig. 8. An interesting observation for the cases with droplet volumes of 1 and 2 µl is the effect of 
droplet diameter on interface deformation. At this situation, surface tension is high enough to resist the vertical 
momentum created by SAW force and avoid the significant deformation of the droplet.

 

Table 4 simulation parameters to compare the effect of droplet volume in pumping

Droplet 
Volume (µl)

Wave 
Amplitude 

(A)

Droplet 
Diameter(mm)

CFD mesh size
Number of CFD 

mesh cells
Calculation 
time (hours)

1 204.61 0.684 6.0 × 1.6 × 1.6(𝑚𝑚) ~1.0 million 
cells

~12

2 257.86 0.862 6.0 × 2.0 × 2.0(𝑚𝑚) ~1.5 million 
cells

~14

5 350 1.17 8.0 × 2.8 × 2.6(𝑚𝑚) ~3.7 million 
cells

~35

8 408.92 1.367 12.0 × 3.1 × 3.0(𝑚𝑚) ~5.0 million 
cells

~52

With the increase of the droplet volumes, the oscillation of droplet is more significant due to lower 
curvature at the droplet interface and thus lower surface tension. Part of the SAW energy is used to deform the 
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droplet, and the droplet velocity is decreased when the droplet has a larger volume. The frequency of the droplet 
oscillation is also found to be inversely proportional to its volume. 

Fig. 8. The ratio of droplet tip height to initial value during transportation with different droplet volume.

4.3.3. SAW resonant frequency
To study the effect of resonant frequency on droplet actuation by ZnO/Si SAW device, in this section, we 

present the simulation results in two parts. 

Firstly, four different cases with different device resonant frequencies of 64.49, 116.96, 210.48 and 271.32 
MHz were defined. The wave amplitude and initial contact angle are kept constants at 350Å and 110° respectively. 
At higher frequencies, the actuation area by the SAW force is limited to the rear edge. However, the magnitude 
of the force in this area is much larger. A comparison between experimental and computational results for droplet 
transportation velocities at different SAW frequencies are shown in Fig. 9(a). The droplet front point velocity is 
decreased with the increase of the resonant frequency as the attenuation length of SAW decrease by increasing 
the frequency, and less energy is dispatched inside the fluid medium at a constant wave power.

 Secondly, to link the experimental and computational results, a set of simulations were performed to find 
the minimum wave amplitude to start droplet transportation or jetting. Experimental results show that by 
increasing the resonant frequency of the SAW device, the attenuation length is decreased, and thus, much less 
energy is dispatched from the surface to the fluid medium [19]. As the wavenumber is a linear function of 
frequency, by increasing the frequency, the wavenumber is increased, and the SAW force is attenuated in a shorter 
length among x and z directions. However, the magnitude of the force in the SAW agitated area is much larger. 
The total SAW force dissipated into the fluid medium and its dissipation distance are significantly reduced by 
increasing the frequency. 

To compare the simulation and experimental results of droplet transportation by SAW waves at different 
frequencies, it is vital to define a mathematical relationship between RF power applied to the SAW device and 
SAW amplitude. Here, we follow an empirical correlation between experimental and simulation results to identify 
the normalized SAW amplitude, , by the RF power. The experimental results used here to fit the data are 𝐴 𝜆
minimum RF power to start droplet transportation and jetting at different wavelengths with a ZnO/Si SAW device:

𝐴

𝜆
= 6.72 × 10 ‒ 6𝑃1.94 + 1.52 × 10 ‒ 6𝑃0.91 (16)

where P is the applied RF signal power in Watts. Fig. 9(b) shows the simulated minimum SAW amplitude 
normalized by wavelength to start droplet transportation and jetting at different frequencies. The comparison 
between the experimental and simulation results shows that the computational model can predict droplet 
behaviour. Mixing area is defined as an area in which the applied power creates internal streaming while the 
droplet is stationary.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 9. (a) Droplet front point velocity at different resonant frequencies; (b) A comparison between simulation 

and experimental results for minimum  to start transportation and jetting 𝐴 𝜆

To design an optimum microfluidic SAW pump operated at a specific resonant frequency, the range of 
applied RF power to enhance internal streaming, transportation or jetting is critical. Due to the accuracy of the 
developed computational model, it can be used to predict the acoustofluidic behaviour at different RF power 
ranges. Comparing the minimum   value to start jetting and transportation at different frequencies, the ratio 𝐴 𝜆
between minimum power for jetting and transportation is decreased by increasing the frequency. 

4.4. Droplet jetting behaviour
Droplet jetting can happen when the acoustic energy transferred from solid surface to the liquid phase is 

large enough to overcome the surface tension and gravitational force, and the droplet interface deforms until the 
droplet is separated from the surface along the Rayleigh angle [45]. To show that the newly developed code is 
capable of simulating droplet jetting, we reproduce the jetting phenomena for a droplet of 5 µl on a SAW device 
with the resonant frequency of 271.32 MHz. The measured static contact angle for a sessile droplet on this device 
is 114°. Wavenumber and attenuation coefficient for this sample set at 425 and 2.47 consequently [46]. A 
comparison between experimental and simulation results is presented in Fig. 10. The results clearly show that the 
developed code can capture the droplet interface during the jetting. The simulation results are overlaid by the 
velocity field inside the middle droplet plane. Velocity vectors after 3 ms of simulation show that there is 
developing streaming, at the left corner of the droplet. Droplet deformation is also pushing the surrounding air 
and creating an airflow around the droplet tip. After 11 ms, there is a strong flow pattern inside the droplet, which 
pushes the droplet up and also an air vortex can be observed in the left side of the droplet. Interestingly after the 
droplet separation from the surface, the internal streaming velocity is lower because of viscous damping and two 
air vortexes are created under the droplet.
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Time = 0 ms 3 ms 11 ms 16 ms
Fig. 10.  A comparison between experimental and simulation results of droplet jetting by SAW device with a 

resonant frequency of 271.32 MHz. Scaled velocity vectors overlay simulation results. 

5. Conclusions
In Summary, Droplet transportation and jetting on a solid piezoelectric surface of different SAW devices 

are analysed with a developed CLSVOF solver. Droplet translation by ZnO/Si Saw device is simulated, and A 
good qualitative agreement between the experimental and computational results is obtained.  The results showed 
that the computational model could be used to predict the dynamic behaviour of droplet transportation by different 
SAW devices. The key factors affecting droplet translation is then numerically investigated. 

Furthermore, it is observed that there is a critical wave amplitude at each frequency that droplet starts to 
move on or ejected from the solid surface. Moreover, an equation is proposed based on computational results to 
calculate the wave amplitude from the RF power of the SAW device to predict minimum power to start droplet 
transportation and jetting. Finally, droplet jetting by the SAW device is simulated, and the internal velocity field 
during the jetting process is revealed by the computational results. 
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